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Abstract 
Let G( V,, V,, E) be a bipartite graph and for each edge e E E a weight We is prescribed. Then 
the bottleneck bipartite matching problem (BBMP) is to find a maximum cardinality matching 
A4 in G such that the largest edge weight associated with A4 is as small as possible. The best 
known algorithm to solve this problem has a worst-case complexity of O(mJG), where 
m = /El and n = 1 VI 1 + 1 V, 1. In this note we present an O(n&) algorithm to solve BBMP, 
improving the best available bound by a factor of (4=)/n. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G( VI, V,, E) be a bipartite graph with 1 VI 1 + 1 V2 1 = n and IEl = m. For each 
edge e E E, let We be a prescribed weight. Then the maximum cardinality bottleneck 
bipartite matching problem (BBMP) or the bottleneck assignment problem can be 
stated as 
Minimize Maximum {We> 
MEF eeM 
where F is the set of all maximum cardinality matchings in G. 
The problem BBMP first appeared in 1953 in a paper by Fulkerson et al. [4]. Since 
then several researchers have studied the problem and proposed a variety of algo- 
rithms to solve it [a]. Most of these algorithms use two basic approaches: the 
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threshold method and the augmenting path method. Gabow and Tarjan [S] 
combined these approaches and proposed an O(rnJG) algorithm to solve 
BBMP and this is the best available algorithm today in terms of worst-case complex- 
ity. In their algorithm [S], Gabow and Tarjan first use the binary search version of the 
threshold method to solve the following relaxed version of BBMP: 
BBMPl: Minimize Maximum {We} 
MEF* t?EM 
where F* = {set of all matchings M in G such that 1 M* 1 - 1 M 1 < n/k} and M* is 
a maximum cardinality matching in G and k is a parameter. 
Let M” be the optimal solution obtained for this relaxed problem. Then they use the 
shortest augmenting path algorithm to extend M” into a maximum cardinality 
bottleneck matching by performing [3] O(n/k) augumentation steps. 
We also use the same philosophy as that of [S], but we solve a different relaxed 
problem: 
BBMP2: Minimize Maximum {We} 
MEk CEM 
where @ = {set of all matchings M in G such that 1 M* I - I M 1 < A/N] and c( is 
a parameter. An optimal solution M of BBMPZ can be extended to a maximum 
cardinality bottleneck matching by performing at most G/g augmentation steps of 
the shortest augmenting path algorithm [3,6]. The improvement in complexibility is 
due to the new relaxed problem BBMP2, the choice of an efficient algorithm to solve it 
and the choice of an optimal value of the parameter c(. 
2. The algorithm 
For any real number W, let G(W) be the subgraph of G such that an edge e E G(W) 
if and only if W, d W. Let E = {el ,e2, . . . . e,} and W,, d ... < W,_. If k is the smallest 
index such that G( W,,) contains a maximum cardinality matching of G, then any 
maximum cardinality matching of G( W,,) is an optimal solution to BBMP. Now 
if k is the smallest index such that G( W,,) contains a matching of size at least 
IM*l- R,,hl41, th en any such matching in G( WJ solves BBMP2. Interestingly, in 
any subgraph of G, a matching of size at least ) M*I - r(&/c()l, if it exists, can be 
computed in O(n2,5a/log n) time using the cardinality matching algorithm of Alt et al. 
[l]. Hence BBMP2 can be solved by using the binary search version of the threshold 
algorithm in 0(n2.5x/log.).logn = 0(n2.5a) time. Now the optimal solution of 
BBMP2 can be augmented to form an optimal solution to BBMP by making use of 
the shortest augmenting path algorithm [3]. Since an augmentation step can be done 
in O(m) time [6] and there will be at most (,f/ ) n rx au g mentation steps, the total time 
needed for the shortest augmenting path part of the algorithm is O(m$/a). Thus the 
overall complexity of the algorithm is 0(n2,5c( + m&/a). Now choosing CI = &/n, 
we have the complexity of our algorithm is O(s). 
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A formal description of the algorithm is given below. 
Algorithm bottleneck-matching 
begin 
Compute the maximum cardinality matching M* in G; 
u := J&l; 
L := set of all distinct W,: e E E; 
if (1 LI = 1) then output M* and STOP; 
repeat 
6: = median of L; 
/* If 1 LI is even, there are two medians and we select the one with largest 
value */ 
Construct the graph G(6); 
If G(6) contains a matching M” of size at least 1 M*I - r&/%1 then 
L=Ln(W,<d) 
elseL=Ln{W,: W,>6}; 
until (IL1 = 0) 
If I M”I = I M* I then output M” and STOP; 
Starting with M” perform I M*I - I M”I augmentation steps of the shortest 
augmenting path algorithm for bottleneck matching to extend M” into a max- 
imum cardinality bottleneck matching Moo; 
Output M”“; 
end. 
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